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Bath shoe

Rubber shoe

The bath shoe is worn during showering
or bathing and the user can wear
the heavier design of this shoe to go
swimming (in chlorine, freshwater and
salt water).
Please note! This is not a hiking or
walking shoe.

The rubber shoe can be used for working
in the garden, in the countryside or in
factories, and it replaces the rubber
Wellington boot.
Please note! This is not a hiking or walking
shoe.
The shoe is 100% watertight.

SP701
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Technical information
SP700
Inside: 3 mm Ercoflex.
Outside: 4 mm thermoplastic EVA
material.
Available in the colors black (F518) and
gray (F519) 3 mm thick
According to personal preference, before
delivery drill or punch holes in the facing
to allow the water to drain.

SP702

SP701 + SP702
Choose from the following materials and
colors:
Synthetic leather:
Synthetic Lining look
crumbled white
F771
Synthetic Lining look smooth white F772
Synthetic Leather look m-brown
F773
Synthetic Leather look dark brown F774
Synthetic Leather look gray
F775
Synthetic Leather look black
F776
The inlay is manufactured from 100% EVA
material (if required can be delivered,
or we can manufacture this). The shoe
is only available in a high design and it
always has Velcro, with a Poro heel addon with Nopair outer sole. The wedge
heel can, if required, be weighted with
lead to enable swimming. All orthopaedic
devices are possible in the bath shoe.

SP710

Method of ordering
The bath shoe can be ordered using the
standard order form.
Under model, indicate “bath shoe” and
the corresponding product number
shown in the catalogue.
Indicate the height of the shoe upper.
Securing stitch point: show on the last
(always laced).
Delivery time: maximum 21 calendar
days.
According to personal preference, before
delivery drill or punch holes in the vamp
to allow the water to drain.

Technical information
Inside:3 mm Ercoflex.
Outside: 2 mm Crepina soft.
Inlays: EVA material.
Finish: only in a high finish with
watertight tongue.
Extra: can be supplied with a steel nose.
Choice: bottom and sole material – free
choice.
Color: available in black and brown.
All orthopaedic devices are possible in
the rubber shoe.
The inside and outside of the shoe can be
rinsed clean with water.

Method of delivery
The rubber shoe can be ordered using
the standard order form.
Under model indicate “rubber shoe”
and the corresponding product number
shown in the catalogue.
Indicate the color (black or brown).
Indicate the height of the shoe upper.
Indicate vamp length on the last (always
lace-up boot).
Delivery time: maximum 21 calendar
days.
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Sock shoe

House shoe

The sock shoe (moulded footwear) is for
people who are unable to walk or who
are wheelchair-dependent, but who
would like a little extra protection for
their feet.

The house shoe is an indoor house shoe for
people who do not have serious orthopaedic
abnormalities.
The same foot profile is used as the profile for the
orthopaedic shoes, in order to ensure pressure
distribution that is as even as possible.

SP720

SP730

Model SP730 is a loafer with elastic fastening.
Model SP731 is a clip fastening with Velcro and
loop. A lace fastening can also be added to this.
Model SP732 is a low model with Velcro fastening
and deep instep.

SP731
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Technical information
Generally manufactured without inlays.
If required, the product can also be
manufactured with orthotics.
No inner sole.
Lining: the entire inside is made from
lining material.
Outside: can be made from any type of
upper leather.
The anti-slip sole can also be adhered as a
durable sole underneath the sock shoe.
Finish: in any finish that is desired (hooks/
rings/Velcro/zip).

SP722

Method of ordering
The sock shoe can be ordered using the
standard order form.
Under model indicate “sock shoe” and
the corresponding product number
shown in the catalogue.
Indicate the color.
Indicate the height of the shoe upper.
Indicate vamp length on the last (always
lace-up boot).
Delivery time: maximum 21 calendar
days.

SP732

Technical information
Available in the following materials and
colors:
Microfibre + Foam + Flannelette:
Light beige
F721
Beige
F722
Taupe
F723
Brown
F724
Black
F725
Nylon Fibre + Foam + Felt:
Beige
Blue
Brown
Black
Blue Velcro touch:
Black thermo felt:

F731
F732
F733
F734
F735
F736

Rhenoflex heel stiffeners
Poro wedge heel flat with Nopair sole 6
mm. A heel stiffener can be placed

between the two layers of the backside.
Then the second layer will be as large as
the heel stiffener.
Please note: Please take into account
that the house shoe is a “simple” product
and therefore has different properties to
orthopaedic footwear.
Method of ordering
House shoes can only be ordered
along with a delivery of a full pair of
orthopaedic shoes. The delivery time for
a full pair of house shoes with shoes is a
maximum of 28 calendar days.
The house shoes can be ordered using
the standard order form.
Under model indicate “house shoe” and
the corresponding product number from
the catalogue.

Preferably do not include any extra
duplicate lasts because of the additional
shipping costs. If required supply
a double pair of inlays or give the
instruction for a 2nd pair of inlays to
be supplied. If a double pair of inlays
is not supplied, or if the instruction is
given for a new pair of inlays, then the
inlays that are supplied can be reused to
manufacture the house shoes.
Indicate the color.
Indicate the house shoe upper height.
Indicate vamp length on the last.
Indicate the heel height (are always flat
wedge, heel hollow).
As standard, the house shoe has a heel
stiffener between the two layers of the
backside. Additional charges apply for
placing a different heel stiffener shape.
A nose reinforcement is not possible.
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SP750
Sizes:
1 34-35
2 36-37
3 38-39
4 40-41
5 42-43
6 44-45
7 46-47

SP752
Sizes:
25 cm
1 35-36-37
2 38-39-40
3 41-42-43
4 44-45-46
		

30 cm
1 35-36-37
2 38-39-40
3 41-42-43
4 44-45-46
		

40 cm
1 35-36-37
2 38-39-40
3 41-42-43
4 44-45-46

SP751
Sizes:
18 cm
1 35-36-37
2 38-39-40
3 41-42-43
4 44-45-46
		

SP753
Sizes:
25 cm
1 35-36-37
2 38-39-40
3 41-42-43
4 44-45-46
		

30 cm
1 35-36-37
2 38-39-40
3 41-42-43
4 44-45-46
		

40 cm
1 35-36-37
2 38-39-40
3 41-42-43
4 44-45-46

25 cm
1 35-36-37
2 38-39-40
3 41-42-43
4 44-45-46
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